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Introduction
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Leadership in the cultural sector involves negotiating changes that are taking
place continually at three levels:
1.

At the macroȬȱ ȱ ¢ǰȱ ȱ ȱ Ĵȱ ¢ȱ ǰȱ
technologyȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ǰȱ ȱ Ěȱ ȱ ȱ ¢
present opportunities and constraints;

2.

At the medianȱȱȮȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱęȱȱ¡ȱȮȱ ȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Ȭȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
practice, changes in law, policy, and funding;

3.

At the micro-level of the organisation, where relationships, resources,
¢ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ěǯ

ȱǰȱȱǰȱȱǯȱȱ¡ǰȱ ȱ ȱ¢ enables
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ Ȭ ¢ȱȱ ȱ
ǰȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ
ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱȱ, of the organisation. In turn, the organisation will respond by changing its structure – in
ȱȱ¢ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱ ȱȮȱȱȱ ȱ¢ȱěȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ ȱǯȱ
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Given the pressures of running an organisation, it is easy to get bogged down
ȱȱȱȱ¢¢ȱǰȱ¢ȱ ȱȱȱĜȱȱ
ȱȱȱ¡ǰȱȱȱȱǰȱěȱȱȱanceȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ
¢¢ȱȱȱȱ£ǯȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȬȱǰȱ
ȱ ȱȱ ȱěȱȱ ȱǲȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ
be looking to see what other people are doing. In other words, leaders should
be constantly learning and thinking, as well as doing and directing.
ȱȱȱȱȱȱ¡ȱȱȬȱǰȱ ȱȱ¢ȱ ȱ
ęȱ¢ȱȱȱȱǯȱ ȱȱǰȱ ȱ ȱęȱȱȱȱ ¢ȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȁ’ has been changing in the very recent past,
ȱȱȱȱ ȱ ȱ ȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱǰȱȱ¢ǰȱ ȱȱ ȱȱ ȱě¢ȱ¢ȱ.
¡ǰȱ Ȃȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱǰȱȱȱǰȱ of artists, funders, businesses,
ǰȱȱȂȱěȱȱȱȱȮȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ
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and groups who have an interest in what goes on in the cultural world. Who
ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Ȯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
also get to decide what culture really is and how it develops? Cultural leaders
in the UK should be congratulated because they have led the debate about
 ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱěȱȱǰȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱ¢¢ȱȱȱȱǯȱ
Finally, we will discover how technology, social change, and globalisation are
altering the way that all organisations, within and beyond the sector, are functioning, and hence how they are led. How can the leaders of cultural organisaȱȮȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȮȱȱȱȱȱȱ
capacities they need?
ȱȱǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȬȱȬ
ȱ ǯȱ ȱ ȱ Democratic Culture (Holden, 2008) and All Together, a
case study of leadership and organisational change at the Royal Shakespeare
¢ȱȱ ȱȬȱ ȱȱ  ȱȱȱ ȱǻ  ȱ
et al., 2010).
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
are running or who are aspiring to run both whole organisations, and the
ȱ ȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
large. Leadershipȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱ¡ȱ¢ȱȱ¢ǰȱȱȱ
ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ ¢ȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱȱĜǯȱȱȱ
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